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When you need to pick up large, heavy objects or grab bucketfuls of debris, 

get a tighter grip on productivity with AMI’s Graptor Bucket.  The built-in rotary 

actuated thumb delivers improved flexibility and precision by maintaining 

constant grip on the load throughout the bucket’s entire rotation.

The new design of the Tilt Ditching Bucket features a flatter 

profile, open heel and bigger radius for level grading on uneven 

terrain.  With the versatility of a 45 degree tilt range on each 

side, you achieve smooth tilting action for an easy, clean finish.

The new design of this Heavy Duty Digging Bucket features a flatter bucket 

profile for easier filling and releasing of material. The longer lip and floor, 

combined with the open heel and bigger radius, ensures smooth and efficient 

loading and unloading cycle after cycle, without material getting packed in and 

trapped at the back of the bucket. 

GRAPTOR BUCKET

TILT DITCHING BUCKET
HIGH CAPACITY HEAVY DUTY 
DIGGING BUCKET



The AMI Hydraulic Stick Pivot means the 

thumb rotates on the same pivot as the original 

bucket pin.  This single pivot point aligns the 

thumb tip and bucket teeth throughout the 

entire bucket rotation, ensuring you always 

have a constant grip on the load.

When multi-tasking is a must, the AMI Jawbone 4-in-1 

Excavator Bucket responds with a multi-purpose design 

that digs, grades, grips and clamshells.

Designed to provide constant pressure 

throughout the entire cylinder range, 

the Progressive Link Thumb achieves 

more than 180 degree rotation to easily 

reach and pick up objects close to your 

excavator. 

Don’t let freezing weather or hard conditions 

slow you down. The AMI Ripper Tooth is 

designed for initial breakup of dense, hard-

packed material including frozen ground.

The AMI Root Rake is a powerful tool that 

clears away unwanted roots, limbs and 

brush while leaving behind valuable soil.

STICK PIVOT 
THUMB

JAWBONE 4-IN-1

PROGRESSIVE  
LINK THUMB

RIPPER TOOTH ROOT RAKE



To fill quickly, material needs to roll. The slight 

upward angle on the bucket floor helps lift 

material easily into the bucket. Smooth curves 

and open design allow material to empty out 

efficiently, without packing into tight corners.

The High Dump Bucket features a bottom 

pivot point allowing the operators more 

bucket clearance when emptying a load.

The Garbage Grapple Bucket features large, semi-

enclosed grapples that contain and compress 

small and light material, making it easier to 

transfer and manage waste without spillage.

With a bolt-on rubber edge that acts as 

a squeegee for wet, sloppy material, the 

Waste Handling Bucket is perfect for 

waste handling jobs.

Add versatility to your loader with the AMI 

variable width Pallet Fork that locks the tines 

in place easily.

General purpose Wheel Loader Bucket 

with a removable grapple.

GENERAL  
PURPOSE BUCKETHIGH DUMP

GARBAGE  
GRAPPLE BUCKET WASTE HANDLING PALLET FORK

REMOVABLE 
GRAPPLE BUCKET



Jack of all trades, the AMI 4-in-1 Bucket gives you the ultimate 

versatility, handling all the details on your job site. Beyond 

general purpose, the 4-in-1 is also a push blade, grapple and 

bottom dump bucket.

Get big volume and high visibility with the AMI extra-wide Snow Bucket for 

efficient snow removal.

Add crane versatility to your loader with the Extendible 

boom pole from AMI.

The AMI Quick Attach Coupler allows you to make quick attachment changes from 

the cab instead of the ground. The fully enclosed hydraulics are protected from 

dirt and debris, preventing wear and tear on the cylinder. Greaseless bushings 

keep the locking pins lubricated without having to rely on daily maintenance.

4-IN-1 BUCKET SNOW BUCKET

MECHANICAL BOOM POLE QUICK COUPLER



The big 4-in-1 Blade for wheel loaders and loader backhoes 

is a system of four blade positions that give you the 

tools to clear large areas of snow fast. The endplates are 

hydraulically-controlled and equipped with industry-proven 

rotary actuators, giving you rugged and limitless control 

within the massive 180 degree rotation. 

Don’t let bad winter weather bring you down. Make quick work of spreading sand and salt 

on icy roads and walkways with the AMI QuickSand. For your Wheel Loader or Loader 

Backhoe, this versatile broadcast spreader is available in single and double spinner 

models. Made from galvanized steel, the QuickSand features hydraulic spinners and a 

floating agitator that prevents clumping and ensures an even distribution pattern.

4-IN-1 REACTOR

QUICKSAND BROADCAST SPREADERS



When it comes to leading-edge versatility during the harshest 

winter conditions, look no further than the AMI Snowblades’ 

Wheel Loader Hydraulic Wing Blade. Offering exceptional flexibility 

is the Wing Blade’s quick coupler feature for independent coupling 

of the front angle blade. As an industry first, the quick attach on 

both the front angle blade and wing blade gives operators the 

ability to use each attachment together or individually.

HYDRAULIC WING BLADE

Show the road who’s boss with a KingSpin Hydraulic Rotary Sweeper from 

AMI Attachments. Ideal for dirt and snow removal on roads, parking lots, 

intersections and runways, the industrial capabilities of the KingSpin match 

the challenges of ever-changing road conditions – season after season. 

The KingSpin features double direct hydraulic drives, heavy-duty swivel 

caster wheels and 15 degree hydraulic angling in either direction.  With four 

models available, the KingSpin Hydraulic Rotary Sweeper always makes a 

clean sweep. 

KINGSPIN ROTARY SWEEPERS
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Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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HYDRAULIC PIN GRAB HYDRAULIC WEDGE

From the safety of the cab, operators are now more productive using the 

innovative technology built into AMI Attachments’ Hydraulic Couplers.  

With five integrated safety features and two-stage in-cab controls, you 

can switch attachments quickly, easily and most importantly, know the 

coupler is locked on tightly.  Improve job site safety and productivity with 

the AMI Hydraulic Pin Grab Coupler and Power Wedge Coupler.

Truly the leader in hydraulic wedge couplers, AMI offers the most 

innovative design features including compact size (even on full-size 

excavators) and an exclusive mechanical safety lock like nothing else 

ever invented. 

The wedge coupler system gives you the full power of your excavator 

without sacrificing break-out force. The unique bucket lugging keeps the 

pin-to-tip radius exactly to factory specification.


